Since the 1990s, neural networks have been applied to many studies in hydrology and water resources. Extensive reviews on neural network modelling have identified the major issues affecting modelling performance; one of the most important is generalisation, which refers to building models that can infer the behaviour of the system under study for conditions represented not only in the data employed for training and testing but also for those conditions not present in the data sets but inherent to the system. This work compares five generalisation approaches: stop training, Bayesian regularisation, stacking, bagging and boosting. All have been tested with neural networks in various scientific domains; stop training and stacking having been applied regularly in hydrology and water resources for some years, while Bayesian regularisation, bagging and boosting have been less common. The comparison is applied to streamflow modelling with multi-layer perceptron neural networks and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as training procedure. Six catchments, with diverse hydrological behaviours, are employed as test cases to draw general conclusions and guidelines on the use of the generalisation techniques for practitioners in hydrology and water resources. All generalisation approaches provide improved performance compared with standard neural networks without generalisation. Stacking, bagging and boosting, which affect the construction of training sets, provide the best improvement from standard models, compared with stop-training and Bayesian regularisation, which regulate the training algorithm. Stacking performs better than the others although the benefit in performance is slight compared with bagging and boosting; furthermore, it is not consistent from one catchment to another. For a good combination of improvement and stability in modelling performance, the joint use of stop training or Bayesian regularisation with either bagging or boosting is recommended.
Introduction and literature review
Neural networks have become accepted tools for fast efficient modelling for a large range of scientific domains. In hydrology and water resources, the issues that have been assessed traditionally are the proper selection and preprocessing of the inputs and outputs, and the choice of the architecture of the neural networks (Coulibaly et al., 1999; Dawson and Wilby, 2001 ). The necessity of determining representative training and test data sets is also highlighted by ASCE (2000a) and Maier and Dandy (2000) as critical for the construction of optimal neural network models. All these issues are part of the difficult-to-resolve problem of generalisation (ASCE, 200b) , which refers to building models (i.e. any kind of models) that can infer the behaviour of the system under study for conditions represented in the data used for training and testing as well as for conditions absent from the data sets but inherent to the system. Generalisation is a standard issue for all types of models and aims at reducing modelling errors, which can be decomposed into three parts, bias, variance and noise (Geman et al., 1992; Wolpert and Macready, 1999; Zhou et al., 2002) . Bias is a measure of how much a function deviates from the desired function over the data set. Variance indicates the extent to which the model is sensitive to the choice of the data set. Noise is intrinsic to the system under study and is expected under any circumstances. Reducing bias and variance is the goal of generalisation. Here, the primary focus is on the gain in modelling performance through the use of generalisation techniques; this, implicitly, relates to reducing bias and variance errors. This paper explores some approaches to generalisation so as to promote them for applications of neural networks to hydrology and water resources and, more particularly in this work, to streamflow modelling.
GENERALISATION THROUGH TRAINING PROCEDURES
A first group of approaches (i.e. stop training and Bayesian regularisation) relates to the training procedures, and they have been used to some extent in hydrology and water resources. Stop training is a long standing practice by which a training set is used simultaneously with a validation set. The weights of the networks are optimised with the training set while the progression of the optimisation process is regulated by the performance of the resulting network on the validation set. The process is stopped when an optimum (e.g. minimisation of the sum of squared errors) is reached on the performance of the network with this validation set. Also known as cross-validation (ASCE, 2000a) , this concept aims at stopping the optimisation process before over-fitting occurs; then, the weights of the networks become too fixed to accommodate system conditions present in the training data set, likely reducing the validity of the weights for other possible system conditions (Amari et al., 1997; Gençai and Qi, 2001; Vlassides et al., 2001; Drucker, 2002; Chan et al., 2003) . Examples of application of early stopping to water resources and hydrology can be found in Lopez-Sabater et al. (2002) , for hydraulic parameters; Coulibaly et al. (2001) , for groundwater modelling; Maier and Dandy (1997) and Yabunaka et al. (1997) , for algae concentration; Xiao and Chandrasekar (1997) , Kuligowski and Barros (1998) and Luk et al. (2000) , for rainfall; and Raman and Sunilkumar (1995) , Golob et al. (1998) and Coulibaly et al. (2000) for streamflow modelling.
Bayesian regularisation is a more recent approach, and consists in reducing the impacts of the network weights. Bayesian regularisation involves a multiple objective optimisation in which both the sum of squared errors and the sum of the squared weights must be minimised (MacKay, 1992; Foresee and Hagan 1997; Anctil et al., 2004) . Bayesian regularisation often leads to more parsimonious networks than stop training (Medeiros et al., 2001 ). This approach is particularly suited to reduce variance errors, because the minimisation constrains the weight to small values, making less likely the possibility of large fluctuations in the response of the network given large inputs. Examples of application of this approach to water resources and hydrology can be found in Anctil et al. (2004) , for streamflow modelling, or Morse et al. (2003) , for estimating ice parameters.
GENERALISATION THROUGH DATA SAMPLING
A second group of generalisation approaches (i.e. bagging and boosting) relates to techniques used for constructing training data sets, and they have not really been used extensively in hydrology and water resources. One available application of bagging in water resources is the work of Cannon and Whitfield (2002) on streamflow modelling. Bagging, which is also known as bootstrap aggregating (Breiman, 1996) , is a procedure where several training data sets are created from an original training data set by bootstrap (i.e. random pick with replacement). Each of these training sets is employed to train a neural network, or any other types of models for that matter. Hence, a pool of models is created, and a global estimate can be obtained by the aggregation (e.g. the mean) of their estimates for a given input vector. It has been demonstrated that bagging can reduce variance errors (Breiman, 1996 (Breiman, , 2001 , since aggregation has the effect of smoothing fluctuations from the estimates of all the models. The distribution of the estimates also allows the construction of confidence intervals (Lajbcygier and Connor, 1997; Papadopoulos et al., 2001) , hence giving a margin of errors in addition to the global estimate. Many applications of bagging have implicated synthetically generated data or simple real-application cases for basic analyses of the approach (Breiman, 1996 (Breiman, , 2000 (Breiman, , 2001 Wolpert and Macready, 1999; Zhou et al., 2002) . Examples of the use of bagging with more complex real-application cases can be found in Raviv and Intrator (1996) , with medical data; Lajbcygier and Connor (1997) and Gençai and Qi (2001) , with economic data; Papadopoulos et al. (2001) , with industrial process data (paper curl); Sohn and Lee (2003) , with an application to road traffic accidents; and Agrafiotis et al. (2002) , with a case in chemistry. Boosting also demands the construction of several models, but usually involves a step-by-step procedure. In the first step, all the training input vectors have equal impact on the optimisation of the weights or parameters of the models. This impact is updated in the subsequent steps so as to focus on the input vectors for which the previous models have been less efficient in terms of performance. The subsequent models are, thus, calibrated based on these disadvantaged input vectors, providing more specific responses that compensate for the weaknesses of the previous models. Quite often, the impact of the input vectors is determined by weights given to them in the creation of a set of vectors for the training set (Pal and Mather, 2003) . At other times, the weights for each input vectors are imposed on the objective function that regulate the training procedure (Schwenk and Bengio, 2000) . Global estimates can be obtained from the aggregation of the estimates of models built in this step by step process. Adaboost (Freund and Schapire, 1997 ) is a very common computational tool that offers several boosting procedures, for it is mentioned in many applications, including simple and theoretical cases (Drucker, 2002; Zhou et al., 2002) , as well as some more complex examples such as classification processes (Schwenk and Bengio, 2000) , pharmaceutical drug dissolution (Goh et al., 2003) and application to road traffic accidents (Sohn and Lee, 2003) .
Most of the time, with boosting, the impact (weights) of the input vectors is set automatically, although nothing would forbid a more manual determination. Such is the case of stratified sampling (MacNamee et al., 2002; Chawla et al., 2003) , where input vectors are classified according to specific patterns, and then the construction of a sample of vectors for the training set is accomplished by sampling equally from each of the classes of vectors. It implies that less frequent patterns would have a greater representation than if a totally random sampling where performed on the set of input vectors put all together. Stratified sampling could have a significant impact on cases of streamflow modelling, where extreme, but rare, high flows would have a larger representation.
The last approach mentioned in this work is called stacking (or ensemble), and implies the use of a pool of models (Wolpert, 1992) . In a first version, several different models are used in parallel and a global estimate is obtained from the aggregation of the estimates of the models (e.g. the mean of the results of the models). In a second version, several models are used in series, each model using outputs from the previous model as inputs. This approach has been applied on many occasions in hydrology and water resources, and not only with neural networks. Refining a streamflow model by using another model to estimate its errors is a common and long-standing practice, as attested by WMO (1992) , which describes several deterministic streamflow models for the purpose of a comparison, many of them using autoregressive functions to model their errors so as to improve streamflow predictions. Using neural networks instead of autoregressive functions has also been attempted by Babovic et al. (2001) with a hydrodynamic model and by Anctil et al. (2003) with several rainfall-runoff models. Similarly, the aggregation of the estimates of several streamflow models is a long-standing practice. The work of Cavadias and Morin (1986) is an early example of the aggregation of several deterministic streamflow models. More recently, several versions of model aggregation involving neural networks have been performed by See (2000, 2002) , Hu et al. (2001) , Kim and Barros (2001) , Abrahart (2001), and Shamseldin et al. (2002) . Model aggregation is the version of stacking employed in this work.
GENERALISATION APPLIED TO STREAMFLOW MODELLING WITH NEURAL NETWORKS
Stop training, Bayesian regularisation, bagging and particular forms of boosting (stratified sampling) and stacking (aggregation of models) are the generalisation approaches compared in this paper in the context of streamflow modelling. Multi-layer perceptron neural networks, calibrated with the Levendberg Marquardt algorithm, are employed as streamflow models. The Levendberg Marquardt algorithm is chosen as the optimisation tool because of its proven efficiency, as demonstrated in Tan and Van Cauwenberghe (1999) . Systematic comparison and analysis of several generalisation approaches have been accomplished on some occasions (see for example Yang et al., 1998; Bauer and Kohavi, 1999; Cunningham et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2002; Sohn and Lee, 2003) . Shu and Burn (2004) are arguably the first to offer a systematic comparison of generalisation techniques for neural networks in hydrology, with an application to flood frequency analysis using stacking, bagging and boosting. In this paper, the intent is to explore a wider range of generalisation techniques with a very common application with neural networks: streamflow modelling. The first two approaches control the training process, and generalisation is achieved by avoiding extreme situations, that is, over-fitting in the case of stop training and exceedingly large weights in the case of Bayesian regularisation. In the last three approaches, generalisation is established based on the sampling process employed to build training sets. A diversity of training sets ensures that models are trained to respond to a larger number of behaviours, in the expectation that the aggregation of the models covers all the possible behaviours of the system under study. Bagging involves that all input vectors have an equal chance at all time to be selected for the training sets. Boosting, in this work, is a constrained form of sampling, where classes of input vectors have an equal chance to be represented in the training sets. The determination of the classes is performed with self organised maps (i.e. Kohonen neural networks), as explained later in the paper. Stacking, here, employs the same original training set for all models. Generalisation is achieved only through the aggregation of the models, and consequently serves as reference when compared with bagging and boosting. These approaches are tested with the data from six different catchments, for one-step ahead predictions of daily streamflow. The context of application is presented in the next section and includes details on the Kohonen networks for the classification of the input vectors and a description of the protocol of experiment for comparing the approaches. The analysis of the results from the application of stop training, Bayesian regularisation, bagging, boosting and stacking is detailed in the following section. This analysis leads to the formulation of guidelines that may orient practitioners in the use of these approaches.
Context of application

RIVERS UNDER STUDY
The selection of the rivers is driven by the necessity to encompass a large array of hydrological behaviours so as to ensure that the results from the approaches tested here are as general as possible. The rivers listed in Table 1 come from different hydro-climatic regions, which respectively generate different hydrological behaviours in terms of streamflow production. Figure 1 illustrates the daily mean, max and min streamflow for all six rivers. At the low extreme is the catchment of the Salt Fork River in the semi-arid region of the U.S. Midwest. Streamflow on this river is generally low, even intermittent, presenting a very weak seasonal cycle. Heavy precipitations do not imply the occurrence of high streamflow peaks, on account of likely long periods of low soil moisture in the catchment. The annual period of high flow is intermittent on this catchment, with some years showing no significant high flows. At the high extreme is the catchment of the San Juan River, which is very humid, has a very obvious seasonal cycle, and possesses the highest daily streamflow mean and standard deviation of all the catchments under study (see Table 1 ). Located on the Canadian Pacific Coast, this catchment is fed by sustained heavy precipitations, particularly between November and April. Soil moisture is likely to be high for most of the year, ensuring a high streamflow production from this catchment. In terms of hydrological conditions, the other four catchments (i.e. Kavi, Leaf, Serein and Volpajola) lie between these two extremes with respect to streamflow production. A seasonal cycle is quite apparent for Kavi and Serein, while this cycle is less pronounced for Leaf and Volpajola. The high flow period for Kavi occurs in summer and it is usually very dry in winter. Winter is the period of high flow for Leaf, Serein and Volpajola, while summer is relatively dry. Very high streamflows compared with the average follow heavy precipitations on Leaf, while moderately high streamflows are common in Serein and Volpajola in winter. On some occasions, Volpajola generates relatively high streamflow in summer. The common feature of all six catchments is the almost entire absence of snow. Actually, snow falls briefly almost every year in San Juan and occasionally in Serein but is assumed to have a negligible effect on the rainfall-runoff relationship. For all catchments, rainfall is virtually the sole generator of streamflow. Daily streamflow and rainfall observations are available for all of these six catchments over a period of from 18 to 43 years (see Table 1 ).
DETERMINATION OF THE TRAINING AND TEST
DATA SETS
Although it is secondary to the main objective of this work, that is, generalisation, careful attention must be given to the construction of the training and test data sets. For most applications in general and for those in hydrology and water resources in particular, it must be ensured that all of these sets contain an adequate proportion of all the system behaviours available in the database (Coulibaly et al., 1999; ASCE, 2000b; Maier and Dandy, 2000) . Here a classification algorithm, the Kohonen neural network, is employed for an objective identification of the patterns present in each database. The Kohonen neural network is a clustering 
Fig. 1. Daily mean, maximum and minimum streamflows for the (a) Kavi, (b) Leaf, (c) Salt Fork, (d) San Juan, (e) Serein and (f) Volpajola rivers.
technique that is used increasingly in hydrology and water resources, such as for the classification of catchment conditions (Liong et al., 2000) ; the determination of hydrological homogeneous regions (Hall and Minns, 1999) ; the identification of river pollutant sources (Gots et al., 1998) ; and the study of algae bloom (Bowden et al., 2002) . The network is made of an input layer of neurons that receive the data and of an output layer often structured in a planar surface. The weight vector of each output neuron is of the same scale as the inputs, and consequently can be considered as the mass centre of a class. Each output neuron is, thus, the equivalent of a class, and it is said to be activated when its weight vector is the closest in distance to the input vector given to the network. The elements of all the weight vectors must be calibrated so as to cover the whole data domain. The calibration process ensures that all the patterns present in the data are defined in a meaningful coordinate system, and this is why the Kohonen network is often called a selforganised map. The Kohonen network reduces the dimension of a problem, from an n-dimension input vector to 2-dimension solution, so as to produce a clearer view of the data patterns (Kohonen, 1990 and 1997) .
The classification strategy used here is similar to that of Abrahart and See (2000) , where the classification is performed on the input vectors. A few output layer configurations have been tested (3×3, 3×4 and 4×4), and the smallest one has been kept because: (1) it ensures that a large number of input vectors is associated with each class of behaviour (i.e. output neuron); and (2) it provides information on the behaviour of the system that is as meaningful as that provided by the larger configuration. Once the classification is complete, the input vectors in each class are divided randomly into three equal subsets. The first subset represents the original training set prior to the use of bagging and boosting. The second one is another training set used for validation when stop training is employed. The first and second subsets are put together when stop training is not employed. The third subset is the test set on which the performance of the streamflow models is evaluated after training. A global test subset is obtained from the combination of the test subset of each class, and is performed with both types of training sets (first and second) as well. This construction process ensures that each class is equally represented in all data sets. This increases the likelihood that an equal proportion of all the system behaviours available in the database is present in all the data sets.
The classification made with the Kohonen neural network is also useful when boosting is applied. Here, boosting implies stratified sampling of the original training set with respect to the classes of input vectors. The sampling requires that a training set be composed of an equal number of input vectors from each class. Hence, classes with a smaller number of input vectors would have a larger representation in the resulting training set than as would be the case with a purely random selection of input vectors, regardless of the classes. Bagging employs this purely random selection of input vectors for the construction of training sets. For this work, the effect of boosting is that extreme flood events are more frequently available for the training of neural networks than as is the case with bagging and stacking.
PROTOCOL OF EXPERIMENT
Multi-layer perceptron neural networks, calibrated with the Levendberg Marquardt algorithm, are employed as streamflow models to perform one-step ahead predictions (i.e. daily streamflow at time t+1). For all six catchments, the input vectors are a daily streamflow at time t and daily rainfall at times t, t-1 and t-2. Such inputs are relatively standard for neural network streamflow models and for the size of the catchments. While one would expect a distinct input vector structure for each catchment, an identical structure has been applied to all so as to create an efficient automated process to evaluate the models. In the input vectors, there are enough precipitation and streamflow inputs to accommodate the catchment with the slowest response time, and it is assumed that the calibration process is efficient enough to generate parsimonious models in spite of the potentially large number of inputs. One hidden layer is included in the network architecture, and tests are made to determine the effect of the number of neurons in that layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer has been allowed to vary between 2 and 15, making a total of 14 possible hidden layer configurations. Once the input vectors are classified and the training and test sets are built, neural network streamflow models are developed for all the catchments, using bagging (i.e. random sampling of the original training set), boosting (i.e. stratified sampling of the original training set), and stacking (i.e. training of several neural networks with the original training sets). Fifty structurally identical, neural networks are created each time one of these approaches is used. These networks differ only by virtue of their distinct training set with bagging and boosting, and by the initial seeds employed in their training in all cases. Bagging, boosting and stacking are also used in conjunction with stop training or Bayesian regularisation. Thus, a total of 9 modelling configurations (e.g. bagging with stop training, boosting alone, and so on) are tested for each of the six catchments so that 6300 neural network models are trained for this work (i.e. 9 modelling configurations, by 14 hidden layer configurations, by 50 replications).
With the test data sets, the prediction performance of the streamflow models is evaluated with the persistence index, which is expressed as follows (Kitanidis and Bras, 1980) :
where: 
in which the SSE terms are the sum of square errors, and Q t,obs and Q t,est are the observed and estimated streamflows, respectively. Persistence consists of a comparison between the model under study, and the naïve model where the estimate of the observed streamflow at time t (Q t,obs ) is simply the streamflow at time t-1 (Q t-1,obs ). A value of PERS smaller or equal to 0 indicates that the model under study performs worse or no better than the easy to implement naïve model. A PERS value of 1 is obtained when the model under study provides exact estimates of observed streamflows.
Numerous models are tested in this application and the results may spawn a large number of analyses. Only one performance measure (i.e. PERS) is employed here so as to provide a concise account of the results obtained from the models. However the persistence index on any given model provides an indication of bias error, while the values of persistence index obtained from a pool of models may provide indication of variance error.
Results
CLASSIFICATION OF INPUT VECTORS
Classification of input vectors is performed with the Kohonen neural network for all rivers so as to allow an objective division of the database into three sets (i.e. two as training sets and one as the test set). Nine classes are determined for each river; this small number of classes ensures that a large number of input vectors is associated with each class of behaviour. The division is accomplished so that each class of input vectors is represented equally in all data sets. Table 2 shows an example of the results obtained from the classification of the Leaf River database.
For each of the classes, from 1 to 9, the averages of the elements of the input vectors (i.e. streamflow at time t and rainfall at times t, t-1 and t-2) as well as the average of the corresponding output (i.e. streamflow at time t+1) are given in Table 2 . The averages for the whole database for Leaf are shown for comparison (i.e. Total in Table 2 ). The classification highlights the different patterns present in the database, where each class exhibits distinct input vectors. The common feature of the classification for all rivers is the presence of a large class (e.g. class 7 in Table 2 ), which contains the numerous cases of low to medium flows with low to moderate rainfall. These cases can be considered as relatively uniform, with low variability. The other classes are dedicated to the discrimination of the various patterns of streamflows and rainfalls present in the database. For all rivers, there is always a class of high flows with relatively high rainfall (e.g. class 3 in Table 2 ).
The effect of the classification is determinant in streamflow modelling configurations that involve the use of boosting which, in this work, comes down to a stratified sampling for the construction of data sets for training models. Stratified sampling implies that each class is represented by an equal number of input vectors, which means that classes with a small number of input vectors in the original training set are over represented in the data sets constructed for training. Extreme events such as high floods occur more often and are more likely to influence to their advantage the determination of the weights of the models, even though the increase in their presence is made through replication of the same events (i.e. sampling with replacement). Note: T1 is the first training set, T2 is the second training set, and V is the test set.
Once the classification is established, the database is divided randomly to ensure that about one third of the input vectors of any class is allocated to each of the three data sets, that is, two for training and one for testing, respectively T1, T2 and V in Table 2 . As a reminder, T1 and T2 are merged when stop training is not employed.
STAND-ALONE MODELS
This study is concerned primarily by improvement in the performance of streamflow models when a generalisation approach is employed. This improvement is compared with the performance obtained in the traditional situation where only one model is developed (i.e. without replications). Here, these single models are called stand-alone models and are trained using the Levendberg-Marquardt algorithm only (i.e. no stop training and no Bayesian regularisation). Note that these stand-alone models are also used in the stacking modelling configuration. Figure 2 shows the performance of these reference models. The results are classified in terms of the number of hidden neurons, and persistence is established with the test data set. The number of hidden neurons is assumed to have little effect on modelling performance overall and this is confirmed by the results in Fig. 2 , as the median performance for any given river is relatively constant with respect to the number of hidden neurons. However, the performance varies considerably from one replicate to the other, exemplifying the risk of stand-alone models, as mentioned by Iyer and Rhinehart (1999) . If exception is made of models with isolated extremely low performance, this variability tends to increase with the number of hidden neurons for most rivers in Fig. 2 . The complexity of the model, as expressed by the number of hidden neurons, affects the search of a global optimum by the training algorithm. The greater the number of hidden neurons, the more difficult it is to find the global optimum. Ideally, all models for a river should exhibit the same performance, the limitation on the global optimum being regulated only by the capacity of the input vectors to explain the outputs. It is obvious that the input vectors do not explain the outputs for Kavi or Salt Fork (Fig. 2a and c) as clearly as do those for Leaf, Serein, San Juan and even Volpajola (Fig. 2b, e, d and f, respectively) .
For the rest of this study, because stand-alone model performance is highly sensitive to the initialisation of the weights of the networks during optimisation, the median performance of the stand-alone models is compared with the performance of the streamflow models based on a generalisation approach.
EFFECT OF GENERALISATION ON MODELLING PERFORMANCE
Stacking, bagging and boosting have a beneficial effect on the performance of streamflow models. All three cases involve the aggregation of the estimates of several streamflow models (i.e. 50 in this work) into one global estimate. The mean and the median of the model streamflow estimates are considered here as global estimates. Also, the estimates of the stand-alone model that produces the best individual performance in the modelling configuration for stacking are also considered global estimates. Figure 3 shows the performance of these three estimates (Mean, Median, Max) for all six rivers, when stacking is employed and with respect to the number of hidden neurons. In Fig. 3 , the median performance of the stand-alone models is also illustrated for comparison. Clearly, streamflow estimates from the use of stacking (Mean, Median) lead to better performances than estimates from most stand-alone models, particularly as the number of hidden neurons increases. This conclusion also applies to bagging and boosting, as confirmed by Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The performance of the best individual models (Max) is not presented in Figs. 4 and 5 because the results are not consistently as good as with the mean and median estimates. A generalisation approach helps to reduce the uncertainties related to the difficulty of the training algorithm to find the global optimum as the complexity (i.e. the number of hidden neurons) of the streamflow models increases.
Stacking, bagging and boosting perform equally well, as shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Either method could be used with favourable results, although stacking may be a preferred choice where the models perform poorly, such as Salt Fork River (item c in Figs. 3 to 5 ). Kavi and Salt Fork are cases for which neural networks are less convincing in terms of performance. Salt Fork is an intermittent system, dependent largely on detailed soil moisture conditions to explain streamflows. These soil moisture conditions are not available in the data given to the models. There is very little dependence between the input vectors and the outputs, and no sampling method can possibly correct that shortfall.
On a global scale, Table 3 summarises the performance results for all modelling configuration, thus exhibiting the behaviour of all generalisation approaches considered in this work. Each element of Table 3 is the average persistence with respect to the number of hidden neurons. For example, the value of the third column, third row for the Kavi River (0.147) is the average of the performance values shown in Fig. 3a , with the median employed as estimator (square symbols). Table 3 demonstrates that stacking, bagging and boosting provide consistent improvements over stand-alone models, and this confirms the results in Figs. 3 to 5. Standalone models benefiting from stop-training or Bayesian regularisation show some improvement from stand-alone models where neither of these two generalisation approaches is used (i.e. column 6 or 9 compared with column 3 in Table  3 ). However, the improvement may sometimes be only marginal. The best estimator with stacking is the stand-alone model having the maximum performance (Max), while the mean is a better estimator for bagging and boosting than the median. The combination of stop-training or Bayesian regularisation with either one of stacking, bagging or boosting always improves performance from the median of stand-alone models (i.e. Alone versus the Mean or Median in Table 3 ). Of course, there might be instances of standalone models that outperform any form of generalisation (see Max versus the Mean or Median in Table 3 ). However, to find such instances, a very large number of stand-alone models would have to be produced, and this adds an element of uncertainty in the strategy of using stand-alone models versus a generalisation technique. 
VARIABILITY OF THE STREAMFLOW ESTIMATES AND OF MODEL PERFORMANCE
The results from Figs. 3 to 5 and Table 3 provide good trends about model performance, but do not provide much information on the variability of the performance and none about the variability of streamflow estimates. As a measure of performance variability, a ratio similar to the coefficient of variation is employed, in which the difference between the 75th and 25th persistence percentiles is divided by the median persistence (50th percentile). Percentiles are applied because they are usually less influenced by extreme values than the mean and the standard deviation. This ratio is the equivalent of the standardised measure of the range between confidence intervals, and is applied to all modelling process for the construction of the training sets (i.e. LM1 an LM2). Bagging and boosting can produce stand-alone models that perform somewhat poorly as a result of the sampling process, which may duplicate input vectors (i.e. it is a random selection with replacement) and consequently reduce the diversity of the training sets. This shortfall is, however, compensated afterwards by the aggregation of the stand-alone models, as demonstrated in Table 3 . Performance variability is particularly large with Kavi, Salt Fork and Volpajola. In the case of Kavi, the ratio is even greater than 1 when the number of hidden neurons is large (see Fig. 6a ). For the first two rivers, the poor performance of the model originating from the reduced explaining power of the inputs vector can be blamed for the resultant large variability. In the case of Volpajola, the short duration of the database can be a factor. Particularly when a sampling procedure is employed (i.e. LM1 and LM2), a short database increases the risk of duplication of input vectors, leading to less diverse training sets and larger variability in performance. . Stop training (LS) and Bayesian regularisation (BR) lead to reduced performance variability for stand-alone models, even where a sampling procedure is in place. Not only can these generalisation approaches related to the training process produce stand-alone models that perform better than stand-alone models using only the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in the majority of the rivers, but they also lead to a more stable performance. Stop training or Bayesian regularisation with either bagging or boosting can, thus, produces better and more stable performances. Such a combination would be optimal with a small number of hidden neurons in the models, for variability in performance tends to increases as the number of hidden neurons increases (see Fig. 6 ).
The ratio used in Fig. 6 with the persistence index has also been applied to streamflow estimates for all the rivers. Indeed, the variability of the streamflow estimates can be as indicative as performance variability for checking the validity of stacking, bagging and boosting. The ratio is calculated from the daily estimates of all the 50 stand-alone models, per modelling configuration and with respect to the number of hidden neurons. The medians of the ratios obtained are illustrated in Fig. 7 , the legend of which is the same as that of Fig. 6 . Even though it is not consistent from one river to another, the cases that involve the use of stacking show the smallest variability of the streamflow estimates, followed by the cases of bagging, then boosting. As with performance variability, the sampling processes, with the possibility of duplications that reduce the diversity of the inputs vectors, affect the models. With boosting, duplication is more prevalent, particularly for extreme streamflow events, which is why the variability of streamflow estimates is often greatest with this generalisation approach. Large variability in streamflow estimates is related to poor modelling performance. and Salt Fork are a combination of poor performance with large streamflow estimate variability, while the cases of Leaf, San Juan, Serein and Volpajola combine relatively good performances with smaller streamflow estimate variability. This indicates the limitation of generalisation approaches, which cannot perform fully if the input data to the models cannot well explain the outputs.
STOP-TRAINING
To complete the presentation of the results, Fig. 9 and Table 4 show the effect of stop-training on the number of epochs needed to perform the optimisation of the weights of the models. Figure 9 shows the number of epochs needed to complete the optimisation process for the modelling configuration where stacking is employed (i.e. always the original training sets used). The maximum number of epochs has been set at one hundred and Fig. 9 shows that the limit is reached only on a reduced number of occasions. Table 4 gives the median of the number of epochs needed for the completion of the optimisation as well as the number of times the 100-limit is reached, for all rivers, with respect to the use of stacking, bagging and boosting. Sampling the training sets has little effect on the number of epochs needed, for the cases of bagging and boosting require as many epochs as the cases of stacking. There is a relation between modelling performance and the number of epoch needed in the optimisation process. Indeed, the poorer the modelling performance, the smaller is the number of epochs employed prior to stop-training, and the less frequent are the instances that reach the 100-limit. Model complexity and the explaining power of the input Table 3 with the stand-alone models for Kavi and Salt Fork. Stop-training does improve modelling performance for all the other rivers, and this helps to legitimise this generalisation approach. Stop-training seems much less critical for the rivers where models perform well (e.g. Leaf and Serein), although it may simply mean that a larger number of epochs must be set as a limit.
Discussion and conclusion
Five generalisation approaches, stop-training, Bayesian regularisation, stacking, bagging and boosting have been tested with multi-layer perceptron neural networks for the prediction one-day ahead of streamflows on six hydrologically different catchments. Stop training and Bayesian regularisation affect the training procedure and ensure that the models do not become too specific for the training data. Stacking, bagging and boosting consist of the aggregation of the results of several models to obtain global estimates, and are distinguished from each other by the process employed to construct the training data set used in the calibration of these models. While relatively extensive, this work does not yet provide strict guidelines on the use of generalisation approaches for neural network applications to streamflow modelling. The ultimate aim of this paper is to generate interest in generalisation approaches and encourage others to pursue their own comparisons so as to improve the knowledge base of these approaches. Admittedly, the efficacy of each of these approaches may vary from one application to another and may depend on which variant of the approach is employed. Nevertheless, the results obtained from the specific applications in this study lead to the following conclusions. All generalisation approaches improve modelling performance when compared with stand-alone models. Stacking, bagging and boosting provide the largest improvement from standard models, compared with stoptraining and Bayesian regularisation. Stacking performs best although the benefit in performance is only slight compared with bagging and boosting, and is not consistent from one catchment to another.
Bagging and boosting have often been the main approaches selected in comparisons between generalisation approaches accomplished over the years (see for example Yang et al., 1998; Bauer and Kohavi, 1999; Cunningham et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2002; Sohn and Lee, 2003) . Both approaches should be considered equivalent in terms of performance, as mentioned by Bauer and Kohavi (1999) ; the present work confirms this conclusion for bagging, boosting, and stacking. One must be careful with boosting, as this approach can be sensitive to aberrant inputs, such as outliers (Bauer and Kohavi, 1999; Zhou et al., 2002) , which may affect performance negatively. The particular form of boosting employed here (stratified sampling) is less affected by outliers, because the sampling process ensures an equal representation of all classes of inputs, thus reducing the effect of aberrant data. This might not necessarily occur with more traditional forms of boosting. Aberrant inputs can be very important in hydrology and water resources, where it is sometimes difficult to determine whether extremely large streamflow values are legitimate or erroneous.
Each type of generalisation approach must be analysed separately if one is concerned about performance variability or streamflow estimates. The improvement in performance with bagging and boosting comes from the aggregation of the models. When considered alone, these models usually exhibit larger variability in performance and streamflow estimates than is the case with the models for stacking. This variability is due to the process employed in constructing the training sets. The original training set is employed for the calibration of all the models with stacking. Sampling with replacement from the original training set is used in constructing one training set for each model with bagging and boosting; allowing replacement duplicates input vectors, which consequently reduce the diversity of the training sets. Even though they do not perform as well as stacking, bagging and boosting, stop training and Bayesian regularisation reduce the variability of model performance and streamflow estimates. As a rule, variability increases with the number of hidden neurons for the models and this compels the use of simple models with a small number of hidden neurons. Variability is also greater for cases where models are not performing well, as with the Kavi and Salt Fork rivers; this indicates the limitations of generalisation, which cannot help much if the data input to the models do not explain the outputs well.. Generalisation approaches are a necessity for modelling, including streamflow modelling. The benefit of generalisation in terms of modelling performance is demonstrated by the results of this study. The necessity for generalisation is also indicated by the additional results for stop training, that is, by how regularly training is stopped well before the limit is reached for the number of epochs, particularly for catchments where models do not perform well. Any generalisation approach tested in this work has improved performance. However, for a good combination of improvement and stability in modelling performance, the joint use of stop training or Bayesian regularisation with either bagging or boosting is recommended.
